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- Global MBA Rankings
- Berry Prize Book Award: Dr. Day
- Chauvenet Prize
- Kovacs Book Award: Dr. Corrigan
- POG Commination: Ms. Heggy
- Philadelphia Big 5 Hall of Fame: Mr. Matoney
- Student Alumni Honors
- UCD Finalist for Creative Placemaking Grants

Global MBA Rankings
The Wharton School ranked #3 in this year’s Global MBA Rankings by Financial Times. For the full listing of rankings, see http://rankings.ft.com/businessschoolrankings/rankings

Berry Prize Book Award: Dr. Day
Strategy from the Outside In: Profiting from Customer Value by Dr. George Day, Geoffrey T. Boisi Professor, professor of marketing in the Wharton School (with Christine Moorman of Duke University), was the joint winner of the AMA-Berry Prize for the Best Book in Marketing for 2011. The award recognizes books whose innovative ideas have had significant impact on marketing and related fields.

Chauvenet Prize
Dr. Dennis DeTurck, dean of the College; Dr. Herman Gluck, professor of mathematics; and alumni, Mr. Daniel Pomerantsev, C’06, and Dr. Shea Vela-Vick, GR’09, have been selected by the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) as the winners of the 2012 Chauvenet Prize for their article, "The Four Vertex Theorem and Its Converse." The prize is given to the author or authors of an outstanding expository article on a mathematical topic.

Dr. DeTurck also serves as the Robert A. Fox Leadership Professor in the School of Arts and Sciences, a professor of mathematics and the faculty master of Riepe College House.

Dr. Gluck studies differential geometry, dynamical systems and topology of manifolds.